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Majestic Peaks & Serene Lakes: The Ultimate Kashmir & Leh Ladakh Tour

Ladakh, India | Adventure

Duration: 6N/7D

Itinerary

Day 1 - Arrival srinagar airport and local sightseeing

Pickup from Srinagar Airport & Proceed to HOTEL for check in at SGR. Later you will proceed for LOCAL
Sightseeing Tour of Mughal gardens. VISIT Shankarachariya Temple, Pari Mahal, CheshmaShahi, Nishat
Garden &Shalimar garden DINNER & Overnight STAY in HOTEl at SRINAGAR.

Day 2 - Kargil Tour

 After breakfast at HOTEL we will start our journey towards KARGIL which is around 200kms away from
Srinagar. Along the Srinagar to Kargil route ,there are about 24 attraction. Like the Neelam cinema, Thajiwas
Glacier, Gillisar lake,kuker bagh,Baltal wild life sanctuary, Baltal Valley, Drass Valley, kargil war memorial &
Drass memorial,later DINNER & Overnight Stay in HOTEL at KARGIL.

Day 3 - Leh Tour

Upon your arrival in Leh, Once you finish your check-in formalities and are well-rested, you can explore the
region of Leh. You could take a walk or even go shopping at the local bazaar. Leh is famous for its Tibetan
architecture, Pashmina Shawls and dry fruits. In the evening, return to your hotel for dinner and overnight stay
in HOTEL AT LEH.

Day 4 - Excursion to Sham Valley

On your second day in Leh, you will take a day tour of Sham Valley. So, begin your day with a delicious
breakfast at the hotel and then leave for your sightseeing tour. Your first sightseeing destination for the day
will be The Gurudwara Pather Sahib. The gurudwara holds a lot of importance in the region. The reason is, it
houses a rock that resembles the back of Guru Nanak Ji. Many Buddhists also come to the gurudwara to
seek blessings from the rock. This holy gurudwara was constructed in memory of Guru Nanak Dev Ji and is
now a place of worship. The next tourist attraction is Magnetic Hills. This hill provides the most thrilling
experience one can ever have. Here instead of vehicles going downwards on the slope, move upwards. It
looks like a supernatural show but in reality, this is because it is a cyclops hill. This actually happens at the hill
and on your Enchanting Ladakh Tour, you will come close to experiencing it yourself. The next stop is at the
Confluences of Zanskar and Indus. These are two rivers, each with shades of green and blue respectively.
This sightseeing point is the place where these rivers meet and their fusion of colours is a sight to witness.
The other place you will visit is Alchi Gompa, a complex that comprises the oldest Buddhist temple. Also, the
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Ladakh Hall of Fame, a museum built in memory of brave Indian soldiers who lost their lives during the Indo-
Pak war. Post this tiring excursion, return to your hotel in Leh for an overnight stay and dinner IN HOTEL AT
LEH.

Day 5 - Leh to Nubra Valley Tour via Khardungla pass

Today you will be taking a road trip to Nubra Valley via Khardungla Pass. Begin your day with breakfast at the
hotel and then leave for your road trip. Khardungla Pass is the highest motorable road and it attracts bikers
from around the world for a wonderful biking experience. Apart from that, the pass is surrounded by snow-
covered mountains, which makes it a beautiful location. A visit to the pass will offer you a beautiful
experience. Later, continue your journey to Nubra Valley. In Nubra Valley, your first sightseeing destination is
Diskit Monastery, the oldest monastery in the valley. The gompa belongs to the Gelugpa sect of Tibetan
Buddhism and is a place of worship for many. The highlight of the gompa is its Tibetan architecture. Your next
stop is at Hunder Village, famous for its sand dunes. Also, you can enjoy a nice Bactrian camel ride there.
These are two-humped camels and the ride is an experience kids really love. Your last sightseeing location is
the Panamik Hot Springs. This spring is located at the Siachen Glacier and also has medicinal properties.
After the sightseeing tour, return to your hotel in Nubra Valley for dinner and an overnight stay.

Day 6 - Nubra to Sonmarg Tour

After breakfast at HOTEL/camp we will  heading towards SONAMARG ,the word SONMARG is derived from
2 KASHMIRI words  (sona & marg)which means GOLD AND MEADOWS,.When we put together it means
MEADOW OF GOLD.the drive from NUBRA TO SONMARG is more beautiful as you pass through some
villages, & town's, at many places you can enjoy the view of paddy fields with rivers flowing on one side.in
SONMARG you  can also VISIT THAJIWAS Glacier WHICH IS AROUND 4KMS away from SONMARG,from
Sonamarg a Local Taxi Or Pony Ride has to be hired (on your own Expenses) and  Overnight STAY in hotel
at SONMARG.

Day 7 - DEPARTURE At SRINAGAR AIRPORT

After breakfast at HOTEL you will proceed to SGR AIRPORT to catch your Flight for onward destination with
sweet memories . 

Package Description

Kashmir , leh and Ladakh Package is one of the best offerings of Leh Ladakh India as it covers two of the
most exotic tourist destinations of India. Not only do you get a chance to enjoy the amazing destinations of
Kashmir but Leh and Ladakh too. So have a look at this meticulously designed 6N/7D days itinerary of the
Kashmir, Leh and Ladakh tour Package and get the best of these three places.

Inclusions

Hotel
Breakfast & Dinner
Srinagar Sightseeing
Kargil Tour
Leh Tour 
Nubra Valley
Sonmarg Tour
Excursion to Sham Valley
Srinagar Airport Transfers Private
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Taxes
Tours on private basis

Exclusion

Flight

Cable Car Ride (second phase Gondala) in Gulmarg. Pony ride in Gulmarg / Pahalgam / Thajiwas in
Sonamarg not include 

Services of a Guide, Entry tickets & other Misc. Charges

Cost of any other services not specifically mentioned in inclusions

Personal and incidental expenses

Meals other than specified in the inclusions

Entrance ticket ( Other Than specified in Inclusion)

Transfers other than specified in the inclusions

Early Check-In & Late Check-Out

Cancellation Policy

-Amendments are not allowed once booking is confirmed and non-refundable.

-No Shows are non refundable.
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